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Варіант 1 

Рівень І. Завдання з вибором однієї правильної відповіді 

I. Fill in the gap with a suitable word. 

1. Ask me questions I … my best to answer them. 

A do  B make  C will do  D will make 

2. Measles broke … in the village. 

A down  B out   C off   D in 

3. He decided to … with his plans in spite of her objections. 

A go through  B go ahead   C call off   D bring up 

4. The clock … it’s five past ten. 

A tells  B says   C talks  D speaks 

5. My marriage … five years ago. 

A set up  B broke up  C went up  D turned up 

II. Replace the italicized word with its synonym. 

1. You may show him the new play because he adores theatre.  

A is interested in   B loves  C desires  D appreciates  

2. They have an aggressive dog.  

A fierce  B forceful  C quiet  D clumsy 

3. The train departs at eleven. 

A leaves  B comes  C breaks  D stays 

4. He is famous for his thrilling detective stories.  

A exciting  B boring  C funny  D skilled 

5. Students imitated the picture of a well-known painter.  

A ignored   B handed  C copied  D wrapped  

III. Choose the correct answer to fill in the gap. 

1. It was a difficult period. We had to work … than usual. 

A hard  B hardly  C hardest  D harder 

2. Yesterday we reached … Cape of Good Hope. 

A a  B an   C the   D no article 

3. … are my children – Susan and Tom. 

A these  B this   C that   D it 

4. He stayed there for … two months. 



A about  B near   C by   D on 

5. The … brought milk. 

A milkmans  B milkmen  C milkmens  D milkman’s 

IV. Open the brackets. Change the verb given in the brackets if necessary. Put a 

disjunctive question to sentence 5. 

1. These tablets should … (take) before meals. 

2. It seems to me, it … (rain) since lunchtime.  

3. I wish I … (can) speak several languages. 

4. She is a … (generous)-hearted person. 

5. I am very busy today. (, …?) 

V. Turn the following sentences into Reported Speech. Complete the given sentences. 

1. He said, «I’m going out». – He said that … .  

2. «Did you see Tom?» he said to his wife. – He asked his wife … .  

3. «Let’s buy it!» said my brother. – My brother … .  

4. «I can swim», Ann says. – Ann says that … .  

5. He said to us, «I will be on time». – He promised us … .  

Рівень ІІ. Завдання на заповнення пропусків у тексті 

VI. Read the text. Choose the proper word/ word combination from given below the text to 

fill in gaps 1–5. There is one word/ word-combination that you won’t need to use. 

When British and American people use the word «family» (1) … the mother, father and their 

children. In a general social context, «the family» is usually (2) … mean this nuclear family. 

Society in Britain and the US is traditionally based on a nuclear family living in the same house 

and closely involved in each other’s lives. Fifty years ago, the typical family was a husband and a 

wife, and two or three children. The father spent all day at work and made most of the decisions 

about how the money he earned was spent. The mother stayed at home to manage the house and look 

after the children. Children were (3) … their parents. 

Many modern families live rather differently, and because of this some people think that the 

family unit is dying and society is being weakened. Many couples still get married, but others live 

together without (4) … A few years ago, couples living together usually got married when they 

wanted to start a family but this happens less now. Another trend is (5) … married later in life and to 

have fewer children so the size of the average family is shrinking. 

A taken to   D which normally consists of  

B expected to obey  E they often mean only  

C for people to get  F getting married 

 

Рівень ІІІ. Завдання з розгорнутою відповіддю 

VII. Write ten sentences FOR or AGAINST the given statement. The essay consisting of 

less than five sentences will not be checked. 

It’s better to choose a prestigious profession than the one you are born for. 

 

Варіант 2 

Рівень І. Завдання з вибором однієї правильної відповіді 

I. Fill in the gap with a suitable word. 

1. Quite … people were in the park. 



A a few  B few   C a little  D little 

2. Measles broke … in the village. 

A down  B out   C off   D in 

3. You are too late; this information is … date now. 

A over  B out of  C into   D out 

4. San Francisco … to the north of Los Angeles. 

A lays  B is laying  C lies   D is lying 

5. I had run out of money but luckily I was able to … some. 

A lend  B rent   C loan   D borrow 

II. Replace the italicized word with its synonym. 

1. How many distinct dialects are there in your country? 

A amazed   B ancient  C various  D natural 

2. It is time to be going home; your mother will be worried.  

A anxious   B quiet  C irritable  D tiresome 

3. This fiery young man begins to cry over little things. 

A unpleasant  B terrified  C hot-tempered  D amazed. 

4. Follow your own natural inclinations.  

A artificial  B sensible  C inborn  D significant 

5. They were busy and couldn’t extend their visit.  

A keep  B prolong  C pay   D reject 

III. Choose the correct answer to fill in the gap. 

1. With the population of nearly seven million, London is much … than Paris. 

A big  B more big  C biggest  D bigger 

2. Last summer we went to ... seaside for two weeks. 

A a  B an   C the   D no article 

3. I phoned Sarah last night and gave ... the message. 

A she  B her   C hers   D she’s 

4. The lifeguard saved the child ... drowning. 

A about  B near   C from  D on 

5. We had some ... for dinner. 

A salmones  B salmon’s  C salmons  D salmon 

IV. Open the brackets. Change the verb given in the brackets if necessary. Put a question 

to the subject in sentence 5. 

1. She ... (study) Chinese for several years. 

2. Peter is late. He may ... (miss) the train. 

3. I wish I ... (know) the rhyme but I didn’t. 

4. I find it quite ... (embarrass) to talk in front of a group of people. 

5. The window will have been replaced by the glazier by now.  

V. Turn the following sentences into Reported Speech. Complete the given sentences. 

1. «Come in, John», she said. She told John ... . 

2. «I suppose we can talk», he said. He said that ... . 

3. «I know you will laugh at me», said Tom. Tom was sure that ... .  

4. «It is something burning», said Kathy. Kathy said that ... .  

5. «They are both my friends», I said. I said that ... .  



Рівень ІІ. Завдання на заповнення пропусків у тексті 

VI. Read the text. Choose the proper word/ word combination from given below the text to 

fill in gaps 1–5. There is one word/ word-combination that you won’t need to use. 

Once, it was easy to know what to wear to the office. For male managers, it was always a 

dark suit and white shirt with a tie. With the arrival of Dress-Down Friday, all the old rules went 

away. Some companies (1) … in which once a week (on Friday) the employees were allowed to 

wear casual clothes of their choice. In recent years, casual dress days at the office have become 

widespread in the USA. Casual Fridays have become (2) … that some people are coming to 

work in outfits that resemble pyjamas. 

In a recent poll, 8 % of Americans thought that it is OK (3) … to have a dress-down day, 

while 12 % thought it is not. Those who opposed the dress-down policy pointed out that casual 

dress style might encourage casual or sloppy work.  

So what’s appropriate for the office? There are two important factors when discussing dress 

codes in the workplace. First of all, it must (4) … . Employees need to know what is expected of 

them; otherwise, a dress code that is meant to create a relaxed atmosphere might actually increase 

stress. Second, employees must always (5) … . We spoke with a lawyer in a firm with a casual 

dress policy who keeps a jacket and tie in his office, and puts it on when expecting a client who 

might be offended by a more casual approach.  

A appropriate for the office  D introduced the system  

B so casual    E for business  

C consider their clients   F be clear 

 

Рівень ІІІ. Завдання з розгорнутою відповіддю 

VII. Write ten sentences FOR or AGAINST the given statement. The essay consisting of 

less than five sentences will not be checked. 

People used to think that the family played an important role in the society, but times 

have changed and now the family is much less important. 

 

 


